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An Analysis of the System Effects in Woven Fabrics Under Ballistic Impact

PHILIP M. CUNNIFF

Individual Protection Directorate, U.S. Army Natick Research, Developme.t and Engineering Center,
Natick, Massachusetts 01760, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Following a brief review of prior work on fabric-based armor systems, the system
effects that occur during the ballistic impact of woven fabric body armor materials
are discussed from a conceptual framework developed to relate single yam impact U,)
mechanics to fabric impact mechanics. The consequence of assembling yarns into
single-ply fabric structures is discussed from this perspective. A steep strain gradient 0
along yams in the region of the transverse deflection of the fabric is related to the Y
constraint imposed on them by neighboring yams. Striking and residual A .locity data,
collected for single-ply fabric systems of Spectra®, Kevlar® 29, and nylon with various |
different yam deniers and weave types, are used to establish the response of spaced
armor systems. The system effects of assembling fabric plies into body armor systems 0
arn, determined by comparing the response of spaced armor systems to actual multiple-
ply systems. There is a pronounced decrease in energy absorption capacity for the
Spectra and nylon systems; this deleterious effect is ascribed to increased transverse
stresses and possible interference of the deflection characteristics of fabric plies by
subsequent plies.
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The objective of body armor research is directed to- 600 0 N FRGENT,0EG
- 18 GRA;11.1CC FRAGMNT,0 DEGREE OBUOUWY

ward managing the conflicting goals of producing low .4 GAIN RCC FRAGMENT,0. DREE•oUOUTY

cost, lightweight, comfortable systems with superior 500 ,
ballistic protective performance. Research into the
mechanics of ballistic impact of body armor materials >1 400
has been the subject of active research since World 1:4
War II. Over the years, the approach to body armor W 300
research has included projects of immediate expe-

diency, such as comparisons of the ballistic perfor- U 200 +

mance of various armor ',ystems [ 8, 12, 13, 21 ] to pro- m
jects designed to elucidate the fundamental mechanics t< 100
of ballistic impact.
* The energy absorption characteristics of body armor 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
systems under ballistic impact depend on material pa- STRIKING VELOCITY (m/s)
rameters such as material failure criteria and consti-
tutive properties; construction parameters such as fab- FIGURE I. Fnergy absorption charactenstics of the PASGT system.

ric type, number of fabric plies, and system areal den- The energy absorbed by a fabnc armor system increases with in-

sity; and impact conditions such as projectile mass, creasing projectile %.locity up to the ballistic limit ofthe system: the
energy absorbed by the system decreases rapidly as the projectilestriking velocity, striking obliquity, and geometry. Fig- velocity exceeds the ballistic limit.

ure 1 illustrates typical energy absorption data for a

body armor system against various right circular frag-
ment simulators as a function of projectile striking ve-
locity. The energy absorption curves of Figure 1 are Fabric armor systems, such as the one whose energy
for the current U.S. Army personnel armor system for absorption capacity data are illustrated in Figure 1,
ground troops (PASGT) vest, which is primarily com- absorb all of the projectile energy up to the velocity
posed of Kevlar® 29 with a lightweight nylon shell where penetration begins to occur (ballistic limit). As
fabric. projectile velocity is increased above the ballistic limit,

Textile Res. J. 62(9), 495-509 (1992) 495 0040-5175/S2.00-004 (o0-7/.
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energy absorption capacity decreases abruptly. Finally, Experimental studies designed to elucidate the fun-
within the limits of these experiments, system energy damental mecharacs of ballistic impact [11, 17, 29]
absorption capacity increases approximately in pro- have been forced, with equal necessity, into similar
portion to the projectile striking energy. This is illus- circumstances. These studies ha'e contributed such
trated in Figure 2, where the ordinate of Figure 1 was important information as the detailed deflection his-
scaled by projectile striking energy and the abscissa tories of several kinds of fabric under ballistic impact,
was adjusted by the ballistic limit (Vc) for each pro- approximate predictions cf the distribution of energy
jectile type. The ratio of fabric energy to impact energy in fabrics under impact, and approximations of the
tends to a constant -value for each projectile type as wave velocities in several fabric types. This informa-
striking velocity becomes much larger than the ballistic tion, however scarce, has been quite important as a
limit. Figures I and 2 illustrate some of the complexities source used to validate and benchmark more analyti-
of the response of body armor systems to ballistic im- cally correct models. Further research is required to
pact. determine the effect of projectile geometry on fabric

failure, the relationship between material properties
and construction parameters on transverse and lon-

- 02 GRAIN RCCFRAGMENT.o 0DEGREE OBUOrTY gitudinal wave propagation characteristics, and the de->. 1.004RAINRCCFRAGMERT.0 DEGREE08JU0UrrV
S+ 1 GAIN RCCFRAGMENT., EREE OUMU flection histories of modem body armor materials.

W• U GRAIN RCC FRAOuENT.0 DEOGREE OCUoUIY

W 6, OiRcCFRiE., oBUoul, The distinct possibility of a rate-dependent response
Z 0810 of the polymers in a body armor system under the

dp +loading conditions typical of ballistic impact has further

SL 0.6 _+ 0 00 complicated the problem of fully understanding the
' > 1wresponse of these systems. A great deal of research has

i.4 * 000 focused on this problem area [4, 14, i 8, 20, 25 ]. These
0..+ % do% up studies have typically concentrated on the response of

N++ + single yams to ballistic impact and have assumed tensile

< 0.2 - , - loading only. Further characterization of the consti-
tutive properties of modem body armor materials is

5, 0 still rcquired; some of that work is currently underway
Z 100 380 580 700 900 1100 at our Center.

ADJUSTED STRIKING VELOCITY (Vs-Vc) (mis) Numerical models to predict the performance of
body armor systems have been the subject of consid-

FIGURE 2. Normalized energy absorption characteristics of the boe arch, both here at the u.S. Am naick

PASGT system. A. striking velocities well above the ballistic limit erable research, both here at the U.S. Army Natick
of thi- system, the energy absorbed by the system levels off and finally Research, Development and Engineering Center (Na-
begins to increase approximately in proportion to the initial projectile tick) and elsewhere. These models provide the most
energy. In the graph above, fabric energy was scaled by the striking
energy, and striking velocity was shifted by the ballistic limit. acceptable promise of determining the trade-offs in

performance characteristics due to variations in ma-
terial properties. They may be viewed as tools of the
materials engineer. Of course, they're not a panacea.

The complexity of the response of fabric armor to We have estimated that the cost of computer run-time
ballistic impact has precluded exhaustive experimental alone for a numerical simulation of the first 300 mi-
programs to permute single independent variables and alone f a n al imuatio nt first 300tm
observe changes in ballistic performance. Typical phe- croseconds of the ballistic impact event for a systemnomnolgiel sudis hve nstad eenfored o daw composed of, say, 50 layers of fabric, modeled at the
nomenological studies have instead been forced to draw level of detail of the individual yarn crossovers, would
preliminary conclusions based on (necessarily) in- be f dexail of the indiv il an test wol
complete experimentation. Nevertheless, these studies be far in excess of the cost of building and testing rhe[ 2, 9, 15, 19, 22'•] have significantly advanced the level system. The complexity of the problem has forced re-
of, u1de5,ann of 2 have impactfeventy aarticularly then le searchers to accept certain simplifying assumptions to
of understanding ofthe impact event, particularly when make the problem more tractable. The approach to

developing predictive models for the balhltic impact
of body armor materials has been impeded by the lack
of available detailed experimental data to validate the

'The literature relating to ballistic impact of body armor materials model assumptions. A brief review of past numerical
is extensive. References cited in this introduction are intended to be
demonstrative of a particular approach to ballistics research; a more modeling projects indicates some simplifying assump-
complete bibliography is available elsewhere [ J. tions are typically used.
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Vinson and Zukas [28] modeled multilayered body pli.s of a multiple-plý system is closely followed by the
armor as a single constrained conical shell under quasi- failure of subsequent plies, will ultimately be resolved
static loading. The technique they used required coin- through experimentation These and other research
plex experimental work to augment the numerical cal- projects are planned at thi% Center and at othcr research
culations. Results of the me-thod outlined in their work centers. Expediency dictates inmmediate answers, how-
incorrectly indicate ultimate strain approaches 185% ever, and some are in fact possible without extraordi-
for nylon fabric and the dynamic modulus of elasticity nary effort.
is only a small fraction of the static value. A qualitative understanding of impact dynamics

Dent and Donovan [6] assumed that only the yarns may be developed from an understanding of less com-
directly contacted by the projectile absorb energy, and plex fabric systems and applied to more complex sys-
they were forced to incorrectly conclude that friction tems. This qualhtative understanding of the impact
was the primary mechanism of energy transfer between event can be used to direct experimental work and
the projectile and the fabric. Dent [7], in an attempt guide model developers in selecting simplifying as-
to refine that model, included the effect of crimp in- sumptions in their work.
terchange, which he concluded was the primary mech- In this paper, we have developed a qualitative de-
anism of energy transfer. scription of the impact event using results from archival

Roylance [26] developed a model that attempted to photographs of single layers of fabric under ballistic
capture the essential physics of the problem, provide impact, available numerical models, and single )arn
insight into the impact mechanics, and keep the so- impact theory. This conceptual framework is extended,
lution reasonably tractable. The model developed in using results from striking and residual velocity exper-
that work still has much appeal. It inchided the as- iments performed on single layers of fabrics, to help
sumptions that a multila)er fairic panel could be explain system effects that occur in multiple-ply armor
modeled as a single-ply pin jointed network, and that systems.
the impact could be approximated by point impact.
The model indicated that the majority of energy ab- Fabric Impact Mechanics-
sorbed by fabric under ballistic impact was due to strain A Few Photographs
and kinetic energy in the yarns directly in contact with
the projectile. Roylance has recently extended the Some intuition about the mechanics of ballistic im-
model to remove the point impact approximation [27]. pact can be gained by inspecting a few photographs of

Leech [10] developed finite element models for bal- single layers of fabric undo ballistic impact. Figure 3
listic inipact. While these models were more anal)-i- is a photograph of a single layer of 1000 denier (G.129
cally rigorous than previous -.odels, the lack of con- g/cm 2) Kevlar 29 fabric impacted at 254 m/s. It is
stitutive properties and failure criteria for body armor apparent that some material outside the area of fabric
materials forced the conclusion, contrary to experience,
that nylon body armor systems should outperform
Kevlar systems at equal areal densities.

Researchers at Allied-S~gral. Inc. have recently used
the finite element analysis method to model the ballistic
impact of composite materials for body armor appli-
cations [22]. In that work, the time step of the method
and element spacing were modified so that the predic-
tions of the model matched complementary experi-
ment work. The model was used to determine failure
criteria for the composite materials. k

Quantitative experimental research relating to the
response of body armor materials under ballistic impact
is still required. In particular, histories of the transverse
deflection of fabrics with differing construction char- -]

acteristics and material properties would be highly de-
sirable. Problematic areas, such as whether the trans-
verse deflection characteristics of the first plies of a FIGURE 3. Effect of longitudinal %%ve propagation. In fabric armor

systems under ballistic impact, material outside of transverse deflec-multiple-ply system of armor are repeated in subse- iton streams inward toward the Impact point, and is clearly under

quent plies or whether the time to failure of the first strain.
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involved in the transverse deflection streams inward yarns of most materials, the transverse deflection angle
toward the impact point. The photograph shows that and the magnitude of strain in the wake of the longi-
the extent of fabric deformation is greatest near the tudinal wave are constant.
yams that cross over the impact point. Apparently, In a single layer of fabric armor, analogous transverse
yarns that cross the impact point have either undergone and longitudinal waves develop and propagate away
a greater extension than yarns, say, a few projectile from the impact point in the impacted (or principal)
diameters from the impact point, or have been under yarns. The dashed line in Figure 3 illustrates the extent
strain for a longer period of time, or both. of deformation of the fabric at points far from the im-

Figure 4, a photograph of a similar impact eveit, is pact point. Vertical yarns in the photograph at points
a multiple exposure of a 200 denier (0.011 g/cm-2 ) far from the transverse deflection appear to bow inward
Kev'ar 29 fabric under impact at 250 m/s. Successive toward the impact point. The extent of deformation
images of the fabric under impact were taken at 26, of these yarns appears to correspond to the extent of
63, 101, and 137 jas after impact. This photograph bet- the transverse deformation of the fabric.
ter reveals the significant curvature in the transverse Apparently, a longitudinal wave in yams not directly
deflection. The curvature in the material involved in contacted by the projectile is driven by the transverse
the transverse deflection is thought to indicate a strain deflection of the principal yarns. The effect can be vi-
gradient in the materiiil in that area. sualized by considering the impact of the principal

yarns and neighboring crossing yarns as separate but
coupled events. One can visualize the transverse de-
flection of the principal yarns pulling crossing yarns
not in contact with the projectile out of the original
plane of the fabric as the transverse wave develops.
Since the transverse deflection of the principal yarns
drives orthogonal yarns not in contact with the pro-
jectile out of the plane of the fabric, these latter yarns
may be considered to experience an effective transverse
impact. In turn, these yarns will develop transverse
and longitudinal waves and assist the principal yarns
in driving transverse and longitudinal waves in their
neighboring yarns. This description of the impact event
for fabric systems leads to the conclusion that the lo-

______ _ cation ofthe strain front in adjacent yarns is a function
of the transverse wave velocity and the end and pick

FIGURE 4. Transverse wave profile. The transverse deflection of spacing in the fabric.
these fabrics shows significant curvature, ,vhich implies that strain This explanation of the impact event helps explain
in the fabric decreases with distance from the imi.act point. me bow in yarns far from the impact point. In a single

yarn, the longitudinal wave speed is a material property;
it's equal to the square root of the specific modulus of

Further intuition about the mechanics of body armor elasticity for most materials. Although the apparent
materials under ballistic impact may be gained by ap- longitudinal wave speed may be affected by construc-
plying the principles of single yarn impact mechanics tion parameters in woven fabrics, as suggested by
to the information gained from inspecting the photo- Roylance [26], it's usually assumed to be a material
graphs. Many excellent references are available that property [7, 10]. Assuming a constant strain wave ve-
detail the mechanics of yarn impact [4, 14, 18,20,25]. locity, the location of the longitudinal wave front in
Briefly, when a single yarn is impacted by a projectile, adjacent yarns should be similar to the shape of the
a tent-shaped transverse deflection develops in the yarn transvers, wave front.
with the projectile at the apex of the tent. At the instant C~early, one would expect some feedbarck in such a
of impact, a strain develops in the yarn and propagates system. As the principal yarns drive the transverse de-
away from the impact point at the speed of sound in flections in neighboring crossing yarns, the c,'ossing
the material. In the wake of this strain wave (or Ion- yarns inhibit the motion of the principal yarns. Since
gitudinal wave), material is set in motion inward to- the principal yarns in the fabric are constrained from
ward the impact point. The inwardly flowing material belom by crossing yarns, and driven from above by the
feeds the developing transverse deflection. In single projectile, one would expect the consequence of this
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FIGURE 7. Predicted strain and deflection profiles of fabrics. Predictions of a direct analysis computer program for ballistic impact similar

to the one developed by Roylance [26] indicate that strain in the wake of the longitudinal wave is approximately constant, that there is a
sharp strain gradient in the neighborhood of the transverse deflection, and thait the angle between the undeformed fabric and the transverse

deflectin becomes steeper with increasing projectile velocity. Figures on the left correspond to an impact velocity about equal to the ballistic

limit of the system (200 m/s), figures on the right are for an impact velocity of 300 m/s. System modeled was a single 'ayer of Kevlar.

terms of the performance of a system of yams. This transverse deflection angle is related to impact velocity.

understanding of single layer fabric mechanics permits Considering that individual layers of a multiple-ply
investigation of the system effect of combining single body armor system are usually separated only by a

layers of fabric into a body armor panel. The conse- fraction of a millimeter, it is possible that in a multiple-

quence of constraining the transverse deflection of the ply system the contact between layers could be con-

principal yams in a single ply of fabric is the devel- centrated at the impact point. Presuming the transverse

opment of a tensile strain gradient in the region of the deflection angle of the first ply is reproduced in each

transverse deflection. It's perhaps natural to assume subsequent ply ofthe fabric panel, the subsequent plies

that in a multilayer body armor panel, the transverse translate together, and hence would provide little re-

deflection of the first fabric layers is constrained by the sistance to the transverse deflection of the first plies.

subsequent plies. Our intuition is that this constraint The transverse shear and compressive forces acting

shou. 'i ampizfy the tensile strain gradient in the trans- on the first plies of a multiple-ply system increase with

verse deflection. Consequently, multiple-ply fabric additional plies and with additional projectile velocity.

body armor systems should fail at lower impact veloc- The possibility of shear or compressive failure of the

ities than a collection of single-ply fabrics. yams at the impact point cannot be overlooked [ 23 1.
On the other hand, examinatic,n of the transverse The extent that the additional resistance to the

deflection of single-ply systems indizates that the transverse deflection of the individual plies degrades
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the performance of a mutiple.ply system over the per- velocities near the ballistic limit of the fabric, but the
formance of a system of spaced armor is difficult to effect of sample holder aperture size decreased rapidly
separate from the extent that the inLrease in shear and as the impact velocity exceeded the ballistic limit. The
compressive forces at the impact point reduces perfor- smaller aperture size provided severa! crnstraintF to
mance. However, the combined system effects may be the fabrics. First, the smaller holes constrained the
quantified and examined for different armor systems. tracsverse deflection of the fabric; sec, ., the sample

holders constrained the longitudinal deflection of the
Experimental fabric. The constraint to longitudinal deflection ex-

tended closer to the impact point for the smaller ap-
We determined the striking and residual velocity erture sample holders. We noted, however, that the

characteristics of the fabrics listed in Table I for an sample holders were not very effective at fully con-
XX 2-grain chisel-nosed fragment simulator. The sam- straining, the longitudinal deflection of the fabrics.
pies were clamped between thick aluminum plates with Some slippage of the fabric between the plates of the

1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-inch apertures and impacted in the sample holders occurred for each fabric in each sample

center of the aperture. The va.-ious apertures were used holder and over the entire range of test velocities. There

partly for economy, partly to determine the response was no clear correlation between clamping pressure

of the constrained fabric, and partly to establish a data and ballistic performance.

base of the performance of single plies of fabrics under

impact. While extensive data bases exist for the ballistic
response of multilayered body armor systems, relatively 600 0 I-INCH SAMPLE HOLDER
little information is available for the ballistic response o 4-INCH SAMPLE HOLDER
of single plies of these materi,ls. For obvious reasons, • 500 #8-INCH SAMPLE HOLDER

the single-ply ballistic response of fabrics is the most ,-, 0

desirable starting point for verifying numerical models "
to predict ballistic performance. U 400

The effect of the different apertures on the ballistic 0 01 300
performance of the 215 denier Spectra® fabric is illus- W
trated in Figure 8. The effect of sample holder aperture > 200

size for this Spectra fabric was typical of all the fabric - 9*
systems tested. Examination of Figure 8 indicates that s 100 _E3_0
the ballistic performance of the fabric was strongly af- c-

fected by the sample holder aperture size at impact 04 0 1 2 400 500 60
100 20O0 300 40 50 60
STRIKING VELOCITY (m/s)

2 Some of the data of the ballistic tests would require a Confidential
secarity classification if the characteristics of the projectile were fully FIURE 8. Typical striking and residual velocity data for single-
identified. Omitting the projectile mass permits free disclosure of the ply fabric. The striking ( s) and residual (I "r) xelo, at) characteristics
test data and does not significantly affect discussion of the results In of single plies of the fabrics of Table I were determined using the
addition to omitting the projectile mass, the energy absorption curves sample.
have been scaled by an undisclosed number to preserve the security
classification of this report. Note that the response of fabric systems
is strongly affected by projectile characteristics. The results and con-
clusions of this report are ba.ed on the performance of fabric armor
systems under impact by one projectile type only and therefore must The energy absorption characteristics of the fabrics
be considercd preliminary, were determined from the striking and residual velocity

TABLE I. Fabric characteristics.

Fabric weight, Fabric weight. Ends/picks.
Material Denier oz/yd 2  g/cm 2  per cm Weave

Kevlar 29 1500 14.0 0.048 13.4 X 13.4 2 X 2 basket
Kevlar 29 1000 8.7 0.029 14.7 X 14.7 plain
Kevlar 29 200 3.2 0.011 25.2 X 24.8 plain
Spectra 1000 650 6.5 0.022 13.0 X 14.2 plain
Spectra 1000 375 5.2 0.018 19.7 X 20.1 plain
Spectra 1000 200 3.3 0.011 21.7 X 22.0 plain
Nylon 1500 14.0 0.048 13.4 X 13.4 2 X 2 basket
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data; a typical plot of system energy absorption is pro- energy absorption curves indicate the potential ballistic
vided in Figure 9. Examination of tnis figure indicates performance of the %arious fabrics. Figure 10 indicates
that the energy absorbed b) the fabrics reaches a max- the superior performance of the Spectra material over
imum at the ballistic lir It i,,d sharply decreases as the other fabrics, but tht extraordinary performance
projectile velocity increases. Seve al of the energy ab- potential of woven fatlric Spectra suggested by both its
sorption curves indicate a leveling of the energy ab- single-layer ballistic performance and its tensile prop-
sorbed by the fabric at high impact velocities, and some erties has not been fully realized, at least not for military
of the energy curves suggest a slight increase in fabric body armor applications.
energy absorption at velocities much l;igher than the
ballistic limit. The eventual increase is typical of mul-
tiple-ply fhbric armor systems at velocrties well above
the ballistic limit, as illustrate - in Figure 1.

0 1000 DENIER KEVLAR 29 (8 65 ozlyd
2
)

S800 T 01040 DENIER KEVLAR 49 (M.2 ozlyd2)
4 -9"'0 DENIER KEVLAR 29 (14 ozlyd

2
)

25 OSINGLE LAYER 1000 DENIER KEVLAR 29 &. zxi0 DENIER KEVLAR 29 (32 ozlyd
2

)
.! 700 01500 DENIER NYLON (14 oz/yd2)

0
> 600

'O 500
20 0 300

/01 400

U 300

Zn .0

<.o
IL 0.- 0

S•0@0 10I0 i0l' 200' 360 40' a0 560 600

5i rI STRIKING VELOCITY (mls)
100 200 3ý0 400 500 600 V)

STRIKING VELOCITY (m/s) E 0200 DENIER SPECTRA 100u (33 o./yd')2000 T 0375 DENIER SPECTRA 1000 (52 oz,,dl)S - 50 DENIER SPECTRA 1000 (6.!, ozlyd
2
)

FIGURE 9. 1 ,p. z! energy absorption s2.aracteristics for single-ply Z 1750 t,0, DENIER NYLON (I- oz/yj2)

fabric. The energy absorption charactLristics of the fabrics in Table >-
I were determined from 1b, 'Is - Vr data. A tvpical plot is illustrated U 1500. ,,C4

above. Fabric energy absorption is seen to decrease rapidly as the W 1250 /
projectile velocity exceeds the svstem ballistic limit. Z 1

U 10001

Discussion ,L 500
0

The decreased energy absorption capacity of single E 250
plies of the fabrics under ballistic impact is consistent U 0S03

with the previous description of fabric mechanics. As " 100 260 3O0 4O0 500 600

discussed earlier, the impact-induced steady-state strain STRIKING VELOCITY (m.'s)

in the wake of the longitudinal wave increases -with
increasing velocity, and the strain gradient in the FIGURE 10. Specific energy absorption curves for single-ply fabric

systems were determined for each fabric system by normalizing the
neighborhood of the transverse deflection becomes labnc energ) absorption curve by fabric areal density. The specific
amplified as projectile velocity increases. Strain at the cnerg) absorption curýes gie an indication of multiple-ply armor

impact point exceeds the failure strain of the material system potential. Howevei due to system effects of combining single
plies of the material into body armor panels, the potential may not

more rapidly under these conditions: less material is be fully realized. The legends used in the graphs above refer to vanous
placed under strain, and consequently less strain energy line styles used to draw respective curves.
is absorbed by the material.

The energy absorption curve for each fabric of Table
I was normalized by fabric areal density and plotted In a multiple-ply fabric system, the ;orce acting on
against a common pair of axes in Figure 10. The specific the projectile is due to the component of tension in
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the direction of projectile velocity in the principal yams material should have had , Nlder trans%' erse deflection.

of each layer of fabric. Each layer transfers the force Presumably, when the high modulus material was on
from the principal yarns through previous layers to the the impact face of the panel, the transv erse deflection
projectile. In such a system, the transverse stress com- of the first ply should have been constrained by the
ponents at the impact point in the first layers are ob- more narrow transverse deflection of the second ply,
viously affected by the subsequent layers. Where these and the traiisverse deflection of the second ply should
stresses are large in comparison to the ultimate corn- have been driven b) the first. Reversing the orde; of
pressive or shear strength of the material, adding sub- the rplies should have eliminated the contact between
sequent plies will adversely affect the performance of layers, except at the impact point. However, only the
the system. Kevlar 29/Spectra system showed a significant differ-

Additionally, we speculated that adding subsequent ence in ballistic performance.
plies may constrain the transverse deflection of the first Hence the results of these simple experimnents are
plies. This sort of constrdint is expected to amplify the somewhat inconclusiNe. The results of the Kevlar 29/
ct .*, ntration of tensile stresses in the neighborhood Kevlar 49 experiments seem to refute the speculation
of the transverse deflection and consequently adversely that interference of the transverse deflections will de-
affect system performance. Several empirical obser- grade ballistic performance. Nevertheless, significant
vations reinforce this assumption. evidence does exist to warrant further investigation of

these effects.

EFFECT OF CONSTRAINING THE TRANSVERSE

DEFLECTION RESPONSE OF SPACED ARMOR

Hearle [10] photographed the transverse deflection The extent that system effects are significant in body
of two-ply systems of Kevlar with alternating plies set armor materials is reflected in thL difference in per-
on the bias. He noted the transverse deflection of these formance between a system of spaced armor and a
systems was octagonal, but he did not determine the more traditional edge-sew n and clamped fabric armor
ballistic limit of the system. In this system, the first ply panel. hi'a system of acme. %ere constructed with suf-
clearly drives the transverse deflection of the second, ficient spacing between the layers so that no two layers
and clearly the first ply is constrained by the second. were in contact during the impact event, the ballistic
However, transverse stresses at the impact point are performan, e of the system would be exactly equivalent
similar for bias-ply systems and orthogonal systems. to the sum of the single-ply performances. Such a
We used the 1000 denier Kevlar 29 fabric of Table I spaced armor system removes all multilayer system
in our laboratory to reproduce this experiment. The effects. Since the perforrman- of a spaced 'rmor system
peak energy absorption capacity of the two-layer bias is exactly equi, alent to the sum of the single-plv re-
ply system was over 30% less than the two-ply system sponses, the system effects of multiple-ply armor sys-
with warp yarns in the same direction. tems can be determined by determining the perfor-

To illustrate the effect ofconstraning thc transverse mance of a spaced systerm using the single-layer re-
dcflection of fabrics, we tested several heterogeneous sponse and comparing tl'e difference in performance
systems of woven fabric. The first system, composed to multiple-ply systems.
of one ply of 1000 denier Kevlar 29 fabric backed by As discussed earlier, certain deleterious effects may
one ply of 375 denier Spectra 1000 fabric, had a ballistic bc ascribed to local yarn slippage about the impact
limit Gf 269 m/s. The second system reversed the order point. However, these effects are presumed to be exi-
of the fabrics. The ballistic limit of the second system 6_:nt in the single-layer response of the fabric and are
was only 114 m/s; the system with Kevlar material on not expected to become mcre p onodnced in multiple-
the back face of the fabric panel reduced energy ab- ply systems. We assume that syste n effects are due to
sorption by over 80%. additional local transverse shear and compression near

In a similar experiment, one ply of 1000 denier Key- the impact point due to the additio.,al plies and to
lar 29 fabric backed by one ply of 1040 denier Kevlar additional constraint of the transxerse deflection due
49 fabric provided ballistic performance equivalent to to the additional plies.
the same system with Kevlar 49 on the impact fice. We determined the performance of spaced armor

In the Kevlar 29/Spectra 1000 experiment and sys.ems from the single-ply striking and residual ve-
Kevlar 29/Kevlar 49 experiment, the mismatch in locity data using an iterative procedure. Experimental
material properties should have produced a mismatch data for each system were curve-fit to a semiempirical
in transverse deflection signature: the higher modulus expression derived to express projectile residual velocity
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as a function ef impact conditions and system char- transverse properties. A more thorough determination
acteristics [2]. This equation was then used to deter- of the transverse properties of these materials is some-
mine the maximum velocity that would yield a residual what difficult.
velocity exactly equal to the ballistic limit of a single An accurate determination of the axial properties of
ply for the fabric under consideration. That velocity body armor materials is possible [4]; such a determi-
was then taken to be the ballistic limit of a two-ply nation of the transverse shear and compressive prop-
system of spaced armor. The iterative procedure was erties is more tenuous, but may be approximated using
continued for subsequent plies untdI the striking ye- a method similar to the one described by Prevorsek
locity approached the upper limit of the experimental [22]. This method requires an accurate determination
data. I of the axial properties of the body armor material, de-

We determined the performance of spaced armor tailed experimental results from ballistic impact of fab-
systems for each of the fabrics of Table I from the strik- rics, and an accurate predictive numerical model for
ing and residual velocity data for single plies of these the ballistic respo1 ise of fabrics.
fabrics. The energy absorption capacity of spaced armor
systems (smooth curves) is plotted as a function of
areal density, along with the performance of edge-sewn Conclusions
and clamped systems (figures) in Figure 11.

The consequence of reducing the denier of the Kev- In this report we have developed a conceptual
lar material from 1500 to 1000 (and consequently re- framework to relate the response of single yams under
ducing the fabric weight) increased the specific energy ballistic impact to single ;ayers of fabric under ballistic
absorption capacity of the single-layer systems at low impact. This description of the ballistic event for fabrics
impact velocities (as illustrated in Figure 10) aad re- is used to explain the deflection characteristics of actual
duced the deleterious systems effects observed in the fabrics under ballistic impact. We conclude that a steep
1500 denier system (as illustrated in Figures I lb and strain gradient exists in the neighborhood of the trans-
c). The consequence of further reducing the denier of verse deflection of fabrics under impact. This strain
the Kevlar material from 1000 to 200 (with additional gradient is understood to be a consequence of the Lon-
reduction in fabric weight) reduced the specific energy straint to transverse motion of the principal yarns (or
absorption capacity of single plies of the fabric at low yams in direct contact by the projectile) by neighboring
impact velocities (see Figure 10). However, single plies orthogonal yams. Inte,-action between the principal
of the lightweight Kevlar fabric provide superior specific yarns and orthogonal yarns is described as a separate
energy absorption capacity at striking velocities over ballistic event with feedback. This description is also
400 m/s. Additionally, we saw a synergistic effect when used to describe far-field effects observed in actual fab-
we tested multiple-ply panels of this fabric at low-im- rics under impact. In such fabrics, yarns appear to bow
pact velocities, as illustrated in Figure I1 a. The exact inward toward the impact point at distances far from
nature of the synergistic effect is not fully understood the transverse deflection. This effect is understood to
at this time, but it appears that shear and compressive be a consequence of friction between yams passing
failure of the Kevlar material are no more pronounced through the transverse deflection (which are described
in multiple-ply systems than in single-ply systems. as being under high strain) and orthogonal yarns

Figures 1 ld-g illustrate that the energy absorption (which are understood to be under lower strain).
capacity of the Spectra and nylon fabric panels is sig- We have compared the ballistic performance of
nificantly reduced from the equivalent spaced systems. multiple-ply armor systems to the performance of
In the Spectra systems, reducing yarn denier (and also equivalent spaced armor systems to evaluate system
fabric weight) consistently increas:- .h, specific energy effects that occur in actual body armor systems. These
absorption of single plies of the fabric (see Figure 10) effects are described as a combination of several effects,
but also increased deleterious system effects (Figures including possible interference of the transverse de-
I le-f). It is well known that the transverse properties flection of the first plies of a multiple-ply system by
of the Spectra material are inferior to the axial prop- subsequent plies, and the effect of increased transverse
erties; such orthotropic material properties exist in most stresses on :he first plies of a multiple-ply system due
highly crystalline fibers including Kevlar. Howeve , the to forces in the subsequent plies. These system effects
torsional shear modulus of the Kevlar material is over are more significant for some systems than for others.
four times as great as the nylon material [ 16 ]. Perhaps Several small-scale experiments used to elucidate the
the more pronounced system effects in the Spectra and effect of constraint of the transverse deflection in fabrics
nylon systems may be attributed to their relatively poor show pronounced effects in some of the materials but
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negligible effects in others. This problem will be the 250
subject of further research. , •

The ballistics data and analysis presented in this re-
port indicate plain-woven, 1000 denier Kevlar 29 • 200
should outperform equivalent areal density 1500 denier ,,-
basket-woven fabric systems. Additionally, the ballistics • 150 • ' _
data and analysis of this report indicate the 375 dr-rier z
Spectra 1001) material provides superior performance 100
to the 650 denier Spectra 1000, and both Spectra ma-
terials are superior to 1500 denier Keviar 29 systems. M< 50
The difference in ballistic performance of these systems U.
against the fragment simulator discussed in this report
is illustrated in Figure 12. Here the curves were ap- 0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0W.5 0E.6 0.7
proximated from actual ballistics data; the differences AREAL DENSITY (g/cm2)
in pe-rformance against the fragment simulator dis-
cussed in this report are quite apparent. FGURE 13. Response of spaced armor systems. Each of thc spaced

armor system responses, as predicted from single layer V, - V, data,
is shown in the plot.

%1000 denier been quantified in this report, it has not been poss:ble
1Kevlar 29 to relate the deviation of the respective responses to

' fabric geometry or material properties in an exact sense.
.• ' As discussed earlier, numerical models to predict the

100 ,o.? ,,•performance of fabric body armor systems under bal-z Vlistic impact are the subject of active research at this

2 0 , °" Center. Since an exhaustive treatment of the geometry
so .of multiple-ply body armor systems is not feasible with

these models, some simplifying assumptions must be
used in formulating the models. The extent that these

0 0.0 O.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 models can predict the complexity of system responses

AREAL DENSITY (gcm•2) in various fabric systems will be the subject of further
research here.

FIGURE 12. Response of multiple-ply armor systems Approximate Spectra materials show evidence of shear or com-
curves denved from actual ballistics data for multiple-ply systems pressive failure at the impact point in multiple-ply fab-
a;e ýhown together in the plot. ric armor systems. The ballistic performance of these

systems may be improved by improving the shear
properties of the fibers, perhaps even at the expense of

The curves of ,igure 13 are a collection of the pre- reducing the materials' axial tensile properties.
dicted energy absorption capacity curves for spaced ar-
mor systems from Figure 11. The Figure 13 curves Appendix
again illustrate the extraordinary performance of the A NOTE ABOUT FRAGMENT GEOMETRY
Spectra material. Comparison of the spaced armor re-
sponse curves of Figure 13 ivith the actual ballistic per- Figure 12 illustrates the superior performance char-
formance curves of Figure 12 illustrates the difficulty acteristics of the 1000 denier Kevlar system over
of predicting the response characteristics of a multiple- equixalent weight 1500 denier Kevlar systems against
ply system from single-ply response data. The difference chisel-nosed fragment simulators. However, these two
in performance between these two kinds of systems is systems are known to pro% ide equivalent performance
a consequence of system effects (namely additional against 2-, 4-, 16-, and 64-grain right circular fragment
transverse stresses and additional constraint due to the simulators at the areal density of the current PASGT
addition of subsequent plies). Although the effects have -est. Aduitionallý, Figure 12 illustrates the superior
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